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Profiel LED 45-MDF - NU-PRO 1 MDF

Price 13.53 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 5 days

Number 71

Manufacturer KLUS

Product description
Important Information

The purchase a piece in the store means the purchase 1 linear meter of the profile or cover

If you want to buy a profile that has a length of 2 meters you have to buy 2 pieces, 3 meters you have to buy 3 pieces, and
the multitude of quantity when ordering.

The total length of the aluminum profile or the panel to the profile - is the total quantity of the piece number that was bought
in the store.

The choice of the appropriate shipping method will take place at the end of the order process.
The details of the shipping method and packaging of the aluminum profiles you will find here (click in the link)

Profile of painted standard color of the NCS S-2005Y20R.

The product you have selected contains only -  profile - does not include the accessories located in the Accessories tab.
Additional accessories like covers, end caps, electricity conductive end cap, mounting bracket, fasteners, mounting
springs, proximity switch, micro switch, mounting system and others are available under "Accessories".

If you are interested in longer lengths than one meter, write to us we will quote the delivery cost to you. Transport companies
expect additional charges for long shipments.
For each country is different maximum length of the profile that we can send. It does not depend on us only by courier.
We also do service cutting  profiles to the indicated size - write or call get comprehensive information.
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advantages of small size, angle of 45 degrees - to direct light so that your eyes are not irritated, low weight, modern design,
environmentally friendly profile profile designed to mount LED light sources in wpustach or to the edge planes of different
elements. Directs light at an angle so that the shining object is not dazzled eyes. For use in furniture, counter displays, etc. An
example wystawiennictwie fas NU-PRO ALU using a silicone adhesive to the edge of the glass shelf which is for example.
Image also shows routing the power cord. Example of application profile NU-PRO ALU on the edge of a shelf or partition
furniture, horizontal, vertical or oblique. The photo shows how odfrezowania rim in the mounting frame so that the profile of
the light source did not increase the thickness of the structure, while not obscure the light emission. Profile used in this
example shows the possibility of natural veneer finish it.
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